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About This Game

It's time to blitz through the competition.

Dash Blitz is a fighting game based on classic run-and-gun platformers. The action brings players head-to-head at breakneck
speed!

Combine lightning speed with perfect air control for a truly fast and fun movement system unlike any other.

Simple controls and accessible attack-cancels make for a game that's easy to learn, but hard to master. Enjoy the
freedom!

Play as a large variety of original characters with a range of unique abilities!

Let your imagination run wild with a host of items and crazy stages, or keep it simple and focus on your combos! May
the best fighter win!

Complete freedom of movement.

Dash Blitz is all about moving where you want, as fast as you can. It's easy to get started, but can you master the Transmission
Era's fastest?
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Scale the walls with rapid jumps! Dash under obstacles with lightning speed!

Don't let them get away - even in the middle of a midair vault, you maintain total control over your movement. Perfect
for spacing out aerials!

No endlag, no worries! Virtually every attack can be cancelled. Just dash, jump or land, and you'll drop the attack and
get back in motion immediately!

Never crumble under pressure - successfully blocking any attack lets you Blitz, making you invulnerable and giving you
the chance to turn the tables! For a true contender, every attack is a window of opportunity.

The year is 1410, Transmission Era.

Humanity has prospered thanks to instant transmission technology, and forgotten much of what preceded them. Wide-spread nanite
use has given humans superior physical capabilities, and what was once considered "augmented" is now the norm. The thrill of
combat is the top sport across the globe, and advances in nanite technology have continued to push fighters beyond their limit.

Humans now compete on even footing with their own creations - and often fight more fiercely.

Dash Transit Solutions, the top dog in transmission networks, are sponsoring the DTS Grand Prix - the first international fighting
tournament the Transmission Era has ever seen.

They're offering a mountain of credits, international glory, and the chance to demo an advanced AI, Vizier, which they claim can
answer any question.

20 fighters will claw their way through the qualifiers and board the DTS Satellite for the greatest contest of their life. Each of them
chases riches, glory, something less savoury… or answers.
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Title: Dash Blitz
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
X-Joy Games
Publisher:
X-Joy Games
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Took me 27 minutes to complete the game.
A cute little match 3 game where as you puzzle, the drawing to the right will progress to become this anime girl.
I always found anything within the puzzle & match 3 genre to be relaxing, but this one had minor annoyances to me.

~ I can't slide the pieces, I have to click the one I want to move and click where I want it to go.
~ You can't pause. So you have to complete the puzzle or go to the main menu screen.
~ I turned off music in the main menu screen, but once I clicked "Play", it turned back on again. And since I couldn't pause and
click "settings" which most games would allow you to, I had to tab out and mute the game as a whole.
~ Little content, achievements came quite easy (which is a curse and a blessing).

To me, based off of all the puzzles I have done in the past, this gets a 5\/10.
I wouldn't buy it again if I had the option.
But it's nice to waste time or gain achievements.. Extremely bad anti-cheat software from the past. It kicked me 10 rounds
straight and only after that started to work. If you are a game host, please consider other anti cheat solution; even VAC is better.

*angry face*. Interesting concept but this game has a long way to go. There is potential here.

There is this sort of white-wash high gamma haze to the pixel graphics that makes it a tough game to look at. Not sure what the
goal here was.

There is one terrible aspect in that you have to play a mini-game when you make a decision.

For example you may get a prompt like this: "The ship is overheating do you: A) Turn everything off (easy) or B) Vent the heat
into the airlock (hard)". Once you make your choice you have to win the mini-game which involves moving a cursor through a
maze with invisible mines to get to the exit otherwise you fail in your choice. It's an extremely odd mechanic that doesn't make
much sense and the mini-game itself frankly sucks. If it's going to be a big part of the game, this part needs to be done much
better.

Can't recommend at this point.. I love this character especially with the gas mask!!!. As others have said it turns females into
males and is a bug years after the fact.. Couldn't ask for more from a puzzle game. Hard but fair, well-presented, an interesting
style of puzzle, and generally addictive as hell. Stayed the course to finish the main set of 96 puzzles; looked at some of the
bonus basement puzzles but the variants they throw in were a bit too much for me. Still, quite a triumph by the designers.. A
little bit worse than the second part, but still worth recommendation.
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ok graphics odd gameplay. Nice Retro Fun Exploration\/Survival\/RPG. Nice interface, spells and skills. Little quippy humor by
Devs make it fun as well. VERY underrated underappreciated game do yourself a favor and pick this one up. 8.5\/10. Normally
I don't enjoy battle royale games that much, but this game really is something different. It also gets updated pretty often so that's
a plus.. I'm very confused about this. I'm sure they use computers to make these phone games. I assume they use a keyboard and
mouse\/touchpad to navigate the programming interface, be it C++, Unity, or whatever. Yet the game is released on PC with a
phone\/tablet interface that is just so awkward to use. It seems like adapting the games interface to mouse and keyboard should
be the simplest part of porting to PC.

I wish some developers could be forced to use Unity on a touchscreen only with an onscreen keyboard and get a taste of how
important the interface of software should match the hardware it's used on.

Ranting aside..

I recommend the game on its mechanics alone, plus I just don't care much about playing games on phones and tablets or I'd go
that route.. Low quality app, often hangs or crashes even on the top Macbook pro '12. If you like tower defense games that are
focused on the Towers then this is your game. It is a simple one. While you are not running around and shooting things like you
are in sanctum you still have to stay on your toes and keep those towers up!. This game really makes you think! It's a creepy
good game. Even after playing it over and over again, the same scary things still made me jump. The scare factor is definitely
there... Like that freaking lamp, you just know it's going to fall off the piano and break eventually, that sucker got me every
time, haha!
I really enjoyed playing this and would definitely buy the sequel. 10/10 -Zashish. Felt like a cast member on the OC\u2026 or a
white Tyler Perry movie, your choice.

Would be a white Tyler Perry cast member again.
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